
A transect survey is a way of measuring different things at specific intervals.
For example, if you want to see how the environment and the species that live
in it change as you get closer to the ocean, you could use a transect survey.
 

Usually, the person conducting the survey will lay a long tape measure out,
starting from a specific chosen point (such as sand dunes or a coastal
footpath) and ending at another chosen point (such as the ocean). They will
then conduct a survey of the different plant and animal species that they can
find at different intervals. Some people choose one metre, and so will repeat
their survey at every metre. This works well if you have a smaller space or
need lots of data. People who are surveying across long stretches might
choose to take measurements every 10 metres.
 

Transects can be done in two different ways. Some people choose to count
only whether they see a species of plant or animal. Others may choose to
record the abundance, or how much, they see the plant or animal along the
transect. For instance, while some may say that they see just grass, others
may say that 50% of the survey area is covered with grass.
 

 
 

ACTIVITY 1: HOW TO DO A TRANSECT SURVEY

Tape measure
A large stick or metre ruler
Plant ID guides or Apps
World map additional resource
Encyclopedia or map

WEEK 10: OCEANS

WHAT YOU'LL NEED:
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You can complete a survey of just about any habitat – why not have a go at
doing one in your garden? You may need to use an ID guide or app to identify
some of the different plants or types of grass. You could choose to do just
plants, or both plants and animals.
 

Lay a tape measure from one end of the garden to another. At the one metre
mark, lay down a stick or metre rule, making a square that is one metre by one
metre. Survey the different plants and animals that you find in this area. Make
a note of what you discover. Then, move your stick to the two-metre line, and
repeat the survey again. Once you have completed your survey, look at the
species that you have found. Is it the same across your garden? Do the
species change at all? If so, why might that be?
 

 
 

Water comes in many different forms, but the biggest bodies of water on our
planet are in the form of our oceans. The oceans cover 71% of the Earth's
surface and make up 97% of the Earth's water. People have explored and
mapped the oceans over many centuries, learning more about the way they
are and the life that they support.

ACTIVITY 2: 
LABEL THE FIVE OCEANS ON A WORLD MAP
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Pacific 
Atlantic 
Indian 
Southern
Arctic

In this activity, you can use either an encyclopedia or online map to label the
Earth's five oceans. These are:
 

 

Once you have mapped the oceans, you may want to colour your world map
in, or add some facts, figures, drawings or information to learn more about the
oceans. Some questions you might want to find out the answer to are:
 

Which ocean is the largest?
 

What species might you find in the oceans?
 

What islands exist within specific oceans?
 

Can you label some of the seas, particularly the ones around the UK?

STAY IN TOUCH:
We would love to see what you've got up to

on your Wild Days adventures. Send us
pictures, stories and videos on social media

using the #WildDays
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